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• Length: 22”
• Height: 16”
• Width: 14”
• Wall rough-in: 7”

Included Pipes

Once the toilet is placed properly, tighten 
the bolts to secure the toilet.Insert anchors and install brackets.

Apply lubricant on rubber washers of 
straight tube and connecting pipe, then 
insert into ceramic holes.

Remove the pipes from the bowl then 
measure the space between the marks on 
the pipes. Carry this measurement over to 
the end of the pipes, adding 3/16”, and 
then cut o� the end of the pipes.

Using a �le, smooth the cut ends of 
the pipe.

Apply lubricant on joint surface of straight 
tube and connecting pipe. Then place the 
toilet making sure the pipes �t in properly 
and the toilet is making contact with the 
�oor and the wall surface.

Remove the pipes from the sanitary unit 
and insert them completely into the back 
of the bowl. Then Mark the pipes where 
they extend past the edges of the bowl.

Place the pipes 
completely onto the 
sanitary unit and mark them 
where they emerge from the unit.

Make sure the bowl is level. Then mark 
on both sides of the bowl where the 
anchors will be installed.

Remove the toilet bowl and measure the thickness of the bowl. Then apply that 
measurement in towards the center from the marks you made on the �oor as shown on 
the next image.
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Place the ceramic bowl facing the �ush pipe 
and waste pipe, then push �rmly until it touches 
the wall to ensure that both pipes are in the 
correct position and the correct length.

 Apply a thin layer of silicon sealant 
around the perimeter of the toilet bowl. 
The use of an universal anti-mold silicon is 
recommended. Remove any excess silicon 
with a paper towel.
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